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The Centre for Military Studies is a think tank at the University of Copenhagen. The Centre cooperates closely with the Danish Ministry of Defence.

We are a team of 15 people who work on strategic issues and engage in innovation projects with a focus on:

- The Arctic, Global Commons and Maritime Strategy
- Small State Strategy and the Danish Defence Model
- The Use and Utility of Armed Force in Future Operations

The Centre for Military Studies harnesses concepts, trends and evidence into tools for understanding and acting on Danish defence and security issues. We utilise Scandinavian traditions for a meaningful dialogue between industry, civil society, parliament and the armed forces while seeking to bridge the inherently global nature of security issues and the national Danish foreign and security policy discourse.

Our research is funded primarily by the Danish Ministry of Defence with annual grant of 1.3 mio Euros. The centre has individual projects funded by, for example SAAB, the Gerda Henkel Foundation, the Norwegian Ministry of Defence, the Danish Social Science Research Council and NATO.

Please read our recent reports:

- Long time coming: Developing and integrating UAVs into the American, British, French and Danish armed forces
- Making Bologna: Prospects for Nordic Cooperation on Professional Military Education
- Keep Cool. Security and Defense in the Arctic
- Get it Together! NATO Smart Defence Solutions
- Syria’s Military Capabilities & Options for Military Intervention
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